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THe 
good 
morning BG News weather Showers and thun- derstorms likely today. High today in the low 50s. Chance  of snow  flurries 
Tuesday Bowling Green State University 71982 
Report says missile contributes little to defense 
WASHINGTON (AP) As the 
MX missile awaits a crucial test 
in a House committee, a 
Congressional Office Budget 
report said Monday that the $26 
billion nuclear weapon program 
would make a "relatively small" 
contribution to the nation's 
strategic defense. 
"The MX's contribution to 
U.S. strategic capabilities would 
be relatively small - between five 
and 13 percent by 1996," when the 
Soviets use 
chemical 
weapons 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
administration said Monday it has 
physical evidence, including a gas 
mask pulled from the head of a 
dead Soviet soldier, that the 
Soviet Union has used chemical 
weapons against guerillas in 
Afghanistan since 1980. 
The State Department said it 
also has reports that the Soviets 
have been contaminating the 
water supplies used by Afghan 
resistance forces, inflicting many 
deaths. 
The department asserted, too, 
that Moscow is continuing to 
supply chemical and toxin 
weapons for use by its Viet- 
namese and Laotian allies in 
Cambodia and Laos, with even a 
few attacks in Thailand. 
The evidence from Afghanistan 
includes two Soviet gas masks 
bearing traces of toxins which 
cause blistering, nausea, 
vomiting and other symptoms, 
the department said. 
One of the two masks was taken 
from the head of a dead Soviet 
soldier, who was killed during a 
Soviet attack on guerillas in which 
toxic weapons were used, said 
Gary Crocker of the State 
Department. 
HE SAID the second mask, 
which was displayed at a news 
briefing, was obtained in "a 
special operation" in Kabul. He 
declined to say how either mask 
came into U.S. hands. 
Also displayed at the briefing 
were photographs of a Laotian 
H'Mong boy who was suffering 
severe burns and blistering 
following a "yellow rain" attack 
in late March or early April. The 
boy, who survived following 
treatment, was photographed by 
a U.S. official at a refugee camp 
in Northeast Thailand. 
The total killed in chemical and 
toxin attacks is more than 6,000 in 
Laos, 3,000 in Afghanistan and 
1,000 in Cambodia, officials said. 
They vowed to continue seeking 
worldwide publicity over the 
issue, in an attempt to pressure 
the Soviets to cease the alleged 
practice. 
But Robert Dean, another State 
Department official, said only 
three nations, Canada, Great 
Britain, and Thailand, have joined the United States in con- 
demning the actions so far. 
He said the Soviets deny using 
the weapons. "We have raised 
this repeatedly with the Soviets, 
and their response is to deny it," 
he said. 
CROCKER SAID the attacks 
have not yet resulted "in the kind 
of public condemnation that it 
should . . ." He said the Soviets 
are "getting a free ride on this" so 
far. 
While the United States 
previously charged that toxins 
were being used in Afghanistan, it 
has only proved it beyond doubt 
recently, the new department 
report said. It said trichothecene 
mycotoxins have been used by 
Soviet forces in Afghanistan since 
at least 1980. 
Toxins are poisonous sub- 
stances secreted by certain 
organisms. Various lands are 
alleged to have been used by the 
Soviets in their effort to subdue 
resistance forces in Afghanistan 
and to have been supplied by the 
Soviets to their Vietnamese and 
Laotian allies. 
last of a new series of nuclear 
weapons, including B-l and radar- 
evading "stealth bombers and 
improved submarine-based 
missiles, are deployed, the study 
said. 
After Pentagon studies 
lasting more than a year, 
President Reagan decided Nov. 22 
to base the weapons in a closely 
spaced, "dense pack" 
arrangement of ' super- 
hardened"    underground   silos 
near Cheyenne, Wyo. 
The concept is based on the 
theory that many of the Soviet 
missiles dispatched to wipe out 
the MX weapons would destroy 
each other by "fratricide" as they 
reached the target area. 
Alice Rivlin, director of the 
budget office, told house Budget 
Committee Chairman James 
Jones (D-Okla.), in a letter ac- 
companying the report, that her 
agency "cannot judge the com- 
plicated technical issues that 
determine whether MS in CSB 
(closely spaced basing) would 
survive" a Soviet attack. 
But she said, "Even if CSB 
basing works and MS survives in 
substantial numbers, the per- 
centage contribution to United 
States strategic capabilities 
would be small. 
The   CBO   measured   those 
capabilities in total warheads and 
warheads  that  could  hit  such 
"hardened" Soviet targets as 
missile silos and command 
bunkers. 
"If there was warning of an 
attack, the MX would contribute 
five percent of all U.S. warhead 
inventories likely to survive a 
Soviet first strike; it would 
provide seven percent of those 
surviving warheads capable of 
destroying Soviet targets har- 
dened against a nuclear blast," 
Rivlin said. 
"Were a Soviet attack to 
occur as a total surprise - 
destroying U.S. bombers not on 
alert and submarines in port - the 
MX could provide seven percent 
of all surviving warheads and 13 
percent of the hard-target in- 
ventories." she added. 
Ceremony reinstated, 
fall graduates happy 
Artistry: 
BG News photo/Jerry Cattaneo 
Barry McMahon, senior fine arts major, works on a mural in the library. 
His art class is painting the mural as a class project. The mural is 
located on the wall in front of the reference section of the library and 
should be completed by Christmas. 
Career advice offered 
by Rita Ferenec 
reporter        
The decision to attend college 
is a major consideration. Setting 
career goals is another decision. 
A survey conducted last year 
by the University's Student Af- 
fairs Advisory Committee showed 
that 91 percent of the students had 
career concerns. These concerns 
can be helped at the Counseling 
and Career Development Center. 
Nancy Wysant, center career 
psychologist, established this 
service in 1971. 
"Fourteen years ago there 
wasn't much of anything for 
students such as educational 
resources and occupational in- 
formation," she said. "About SO 
percent of my clients, at that 
time, were interested in receiving 
help in choosing a major or oc- 
cupation to aspire to,    Wysant 
Wysant said she received 
undergraduate and graduate 
catalogs   from   the   University 
library that helped establish the 
Career Education 
Library. She sent for free oc- 
cupation briefs and other in- 
formation. Faculty members also 
taped information about 
majors for the library. 
Todav.the Career Education 
Library has more than 4,000 oc- 
cupational briefs, tapes and 
pamphlets, Wysant said. Tests for 
f;raduate school, foreign 
anguages and information on 
national testing programs are 
also available, she said. 
"The Career Library is now 
used by an average of 100 people a 
week and by students of all levels 
at the University," Wysant said, 
adding that faculty, staff and 
graduate students also use the 
library. 
Cathy Clement, a sophomore 
social work major, said she found 
the career library helpful. 
"It really helped me in 
knowing what career choices I 
have from the things that interest 
me," Clement added. 
Wysant    said    her    staff 
Srovides counseling in addition to 
le services offered at the library. 
"Ninety   percent   of   the 
counseling I do deals with matters 
concerning their careers," she 
said. 
Wysant estimated that eight 
percent of the University 
population uses the Counseling 
and Career Development Center. 
A survey conducted last year 
showed 20 percent of the June 
graduates used at least one of the 
services, she added. 
Poor economic conditions and 
blanket hiring freezes are two 
reasons for the worst job market 
in years, according to James 
Galloway, director of the 
University Placement Services. 
The job market has not been 
worse since the GIs flooded the 
market at the end of World War 
II, according to Galloway. 
see CAREER page 4 
by Erin F.smont 
staff reporter 
Despite speculation that fall 
commencment might be 
eliminated, fall commencement 
exercises will be held Dec. 18, at 
10 a.m. in Memorial Hall. 
Earlier this summer, 
Academic Council voted to 
eliminate fall commencment in 
order to save money, according to 
Dr. Karl Vogt, interim vice 
president for academic affairs. 
"University President Paul 
Olscamp asked for Academic 
Council to reconsider their 
decision," Vogt said. "After 
reconsideration and a new vote, 
Academic Council made a 
recommendation which was 
approved by Olscamp, and Fall 
commencement was reinstated." 
This December graduating 
class is one of the largest with 830 
seniors graduating, Shirley 
Sevigny, coordinator of all the 
commencment exercises, said. 
She added that the projected cost 
of fall commencement is about 
$6,500. 
Sevigny said she believes that 
student dissatisfaction was one of 
the reasons commencement 
exercises were reinstated. 
"The administration did not 
want to deprive students of their 
own commencement," she said. 
"Some meaning is lost when 
students have to return in May to 
participate in commencement 
exercises when they have already 
graduated in December." 
"At first I was real disap- 
pointed that they weren't going to 
have a Fall commencement," 
Vicki Cottern, senior interior 
design major, said. "I am very 
glad that we are having fall 
commencement, but I just wish 
that we were having a more 
prestigious speaker." she added. 
The speaker tor fall com- 
mencement is Dr. Robert 
Bash ore, professor of English who 
is retiring from the University. 
Other December graduates 
worried that commencement for 
fall might be cancelled. 
"I will be graduating from BG 
in December, and I wul also be 
graduating from another 
university in May," Carla Susie, 
senior liberal studies major, said. 
Jammin': 
DJs do morning show in bed 
by Tom Augello 
slaff reporter 
At 7:00 in the morning 
University students are usually 
doing one of two things - getting 
ready for an early class, or 
sleeping. 
But two exceptions to this rule 
are "Big" Chuck Harrison and 
Feesh (Jim Goldston). These two 
gentlemen are disc jockeys for 
WFAL 680-AM. At 7 a.m. every 
Friday they are preparing for 
their highly successful Friday 
morning show, "Breakfast in 
Bed." 
"Breakfast in Bed," which 
became part of the WFAL 
programming last spring, is a live 
remote from someone's bedroom. 
The winners are unaware their 
roommate has submitted their 
name, so the joke is on them when 
their roommate opens the door at 
8:00 in the morning to let two 
D. J.'s from WFAL into their room 
to wake them up - all broadcast 
live. 
The winner is then treated to 
breakfast from McDonald's, 
including coffee, orange juice, 
scrambled eggs, hash browns and 
an English muffin. 
"The biggest thing is the 
secret," Harrison said, adding 
that usually the roommate will 
tell other people on the floor what 
is going to happen so there are 
many people crowded around for 
the broadcast. 
While Harrison and Goldston 
set up and tear down, Jody 
Darriso spins the records and 
runs the show from the radio 
station. She said this puts her in a 
potentially high anxiety situation. 
"At first I was scared, but 
now it is all right," Darriso, who 
has been at the position since the 
beginning of the semester, said. 
Although a show like this may 
lend itself to catastrophe, 
Harrison said there have been few 
times when things did not go quite 
right. 
He said one girl would not let 
them into the room, so they lust 
relayed back to the station while 
they ate the breakfast them- 
selves. 
He added that another time 
the antenna broke and they had to 
tape it back together to go on with 
the show. 
Is getting up at 6:00 every 
morning difficulty 
"You bet it is," Harrison said. 
"It's hard to drag yourself to the 
station because you have to be up. 
"The worst part is that you re 
the entertainer and you have to be 
the peppy one. I'm not a morning 
person. 
Goldston said he felt the same 
way. 
"The worst part is getting 
up," Goldston said. "I often ask 
myself why I get up at 6:00 every 
Friday morning." 
When asked what they liked 
best about the job, Goldston said, 
"The best thing is we know we're 
promoting the station. And I hope 
we're helping out (W)FAL." 
Harrison said he just liked 
meeting the different people. 
"There are so many different 
reactions and it sort of sticks with 
you," he said. 
Along with a successful radio 
show comes notoriety, according 
to the D.J.'s. In addition to being 
covered by the Sentinel-Tribune 
and the Toledo Blade, "Breakfast 
in Bed" is going to be featured on 
PM Magazine sometime in the 
near future. 
Both Harrison and Goldston 
are radio-television-film majors, 
and plan to do some disc- jockeying after they graduate. 
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New highway repair 
program is realistic 
President Reagan's announcement of a plan to raise 
the gasoline tax by 5 cents a gallon and use the money to 
fix the nation's highways ana bridges was long overdue. 
In the 30 years since we embarked on the massive 
interstate highway program, the system has steadily 
fallen into disrepair. Usage of most highways has in- 
creased 300 percent over the original estimates. Truck 
traffic has also increased astronomically. This greater- 
than-anticipated usage of highways has led to extensive 
deterioration of all otour interstate system. 
The use of a gasoline tax to fund the repairs is one of 
the first rational programs the administration has 
Eroposed. It is entirely reasonable that those who use 
le nighways and roads should pay for the repairs. The 
gasoline tax will pay for the repair program completely 
and is by its very nature weighted to charge people 
proportionally to their road usage. 
The gas tax also serves a second function which is 
equally necessary. It will encourage drivers in this 
country to conserve fuel. This is something alot of in- 
dividuals seem to nave forgotten about. The world oil 
glut is not going to last forever and we must continue to 
decrease our dependence on foreign oil imports. Raising 
the price of gasoline is the most effective method of 
forcing people to conserve. 
Although for the most part Reagan's plan is a good 
one, it does contain one flaw. The plan makes no 
provision to provide better public transportation 
facilities for those who desire to save money and con- 
serve fuel. 
The public transportation facilities in this country 
have been deteriorating as fast as our highway network. 
There is an urgent need for improvement projects at 
almost every public transportation facility in the 
country. The positive effects of the gas tax will soon be 
eliminated if we don't have adequate alternatives to 
private transportation available. Hopefully, the Reagan 
Administration will again use their new found sense of 
reality and devise a program to correct this problem. 
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Reagan violated people's trust 
After the pipeline sanctions 
were announced, I - along with 
many others - said it was not a 
COMMENT 
by Garry Wills 
question whether Ronald Reagan 
would back off from them; the 
only questions were when he 
would do it and how. 
The answers to those questions 
were not hard to foresee, either. 
The "when" would clearly be 
after the election - as it has 
prnufri 1 iifl ni hwr Tmilrl hr back 
off? As inconspicuously as 
possible - does anyone really 
listen to those Saturday radio 
broadcasts? But it was not enough 
for him to do it quietly; he had to 
do it with a lie. 
Several lies, in fact. He said the 
back-off was really a charge - he 
had thought up an even tougher 
way to deal with the Russians. 
That would not have been true 
even if the Europeans had sub- 
mitted to the new arrangements 
Reagan vaguely referred to. But 
they had not, and they said they 
had not. 
That is the trouble with lies - 
you often need other people to lie 
along with you if your story is to 
look persuasive. For some reason, 
Reagan's defenders are angry at 
the Europeans for not con- 
tributing their little lies to 
Reagan s Saturday feast of them. 
William Saf ire of the New York 
Times still qualifies as a Reagan 
defender,   since   he   says   that 
Secretary of State George Shultz 
Silt one over on the president in 
us case. (The way to defend 
Reagan is to say he is too dumb to 
be   responsible    for   his    own 
Solicies). But having attacked 
hultz for the "cave-in" (Safire's 
word), the columnist turned and 
attacked the Europeans for 
calling the cave-in a cave-in. If 
the leader of the free world acts 
dumb, all the little free people 
around the world are supposed to join in and be as loyally dumb. 
The backing-off had to come, 
and is no discredit to Reagan. 
Imposing such self-punishing 
sanctions in the first place was the 
error. But Reagan compounds his 
problem when he claims, even in 
dark conrners like his Saturday 
broadcasts, that he is not doing 
what everyone knows he is doing. 
The survival of Reagan's personal 
popularity owes a great deal to 
the trust people have in him. He 
may not be the brightest man in 
the world, but he gives the im- 
pression of leveling with his fellow 
citizens. 
It is dangerous to tamper with 
that impression, as Reagan has 
increasingly done. Politicians 
probably nave to be devious, but 
they should not get caught at it too 
often - especially when their 
principal claim on some followers 
is a reputation for almost reckless 
candor. When President Reagan 
called for raised taxes. When, 
recently, he floated the idea of a 
gas tax, he assured us that it is not 
really a gas tax. Now the reversal 
on sanctions is not a reversal. The 
question is no longer how dumb he 
is, but how dumb he thinks we are. 
LETTERS. Letter policy criticized 
DOONESBURY 
I, for one, would like to 
apologize to Anne Goetz. Not for 
anything I did, but for something I 
almost did. I was nearly lured into 
writing a Letter to the Editor 
concerning Anne's comments on 
dining manners. 
The verb 'lured' is par- 
ticularly important here because 
that seems to be the approach the 
editorial staff of the BG News 
takes. They knew that such a 
by Garry Trudeau 
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letter would do nothing more than 
agitate readers and result in an 
influx of angry, irate opinions 
with which to till the editorial 
page. The editorial staff of our 
Srestigious paper reminds me of 
le elmentary school kid who tries 
his or her damndest to get a fight 
started between two other kids in 
the class. 
The  editorial  page  can be 
very  amusing,   and  at   times, 
DOONESBURY 
hilarious. Is that your idea of good journalism; to get a laugh from 
the editorial page? I suggest you 
reserve that notion for the comics 
page. 
There   is   one   question   in 
Earticular that puzzles me quite a 
it. Why, after you acknowledged 
the misunderstanding of Anne's 
intent, did you print rebuttals of 
her letter in the very next issue?! 
I'll be graduating in 
December with a degree in (of all 
things) Journalism. Would you 
please refrain from the use of 
such tactless practices in the 
future. You are giving us all a bad 
name! 
Terry Dryden 
656 Frazee Ave. 
Apt. 40 
by Garry Trudeau 
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Philosophy prof chosen as international director 
by Scott Carpenter 
staff reporter 
Dr. Douglas Daye, professor 
of philosophy, will succeed Dr. 
Edward Shuck as director of the 
Center for International 
Programs, effective Jan. 1,1983. 
Daye was a senior research 
fellow of the American Institute of 
Indian Studies at Ahmedabad, 
India, and has taught and con- 
ducted research at the University 
of California, Berkeley, in 
Chinese and Sanshrit sources of 
Buddhist logic. 
Dave has also authored a 
book titled Comparative Studies 
in Buddhist and Anglo-European 
Formal Logic, and has published 
articles, reviews and nearly 40 
papers presented at professional 
meetings. He is presently com- 
pleting two other books dealing 
with the Buddhist religion. 
As a result of his studies, 
Daye has received major 
research grants from the National 
Endowment for the Humanities, 
and from the American Institute 
of Indian Studies, Delhi. 
He is a contributor to the 
Encyclopedia of Indian 
Philosophy and is the assistant 
editor of the Philosopher's Index. 
"As director of international 
programs, with the help of the 
gsistant director and the staff, we 
Dr. Douglas Daye, professor 
of philosophy, will succeed Dr. 
Edward Shuck as director of the 
Center for International 
Programs, effective Jan.1,1983. 
Daye was a senior research 
fellow of the American Institute of 
Indian Studies at Ahmedabad, 
India, and has taught and con- 
ducted research at the University 
of    California,    Berkeley,    in 
EDITOR'S   NOTE:    Due    to any inconveniences to the reading 
typesetter   problems,   the   BG public. The News also wishes to 
News was forced to change its express its gratitude to the School 
style   in   order   to   produce   a of Journalism for the use of its 
finished newspaper.  We regret computer and typesetter systems. 
Chinese and Sanshrit sources of 
Buddhist  logic. 
Dave has also authored a 
book titled Comparative Studies 
in Buddhist and Anglo-European 
Formal Logic, and has published 
articles, reviews and nearlv 40 
papers presented at professional 
meetings. He is presently com1 
pleting two other books dealing 
with the Buddhist religion. 
As a result of his studies, 
Daye has received major 
research grants from the National 
Endowment for the Humanities, 
and from the American Institute 
of Indian Studies, Delhi. 
He is a contributor to the 
Encyclopedia of Indian 
Philosophy and is the assistant 
editor of the Philosopher's Index. 
"As director of international 
programs, with the help of the 
assistant director and the staff, 
we will support, encourage, and 
enhance the international flavor 
of education for Bowling Green 
and foreign students.and we will 
try to develop programs in 
response to faculty teaching and 
research interests," Daye said. 
According to the University job description, Daye's position 
will entail general responsibility 
for the center, including coor- 
dinating and promoting the 
concept of international studies on 
campus. 
Daye cited an around-the- 
world teaching cruise that he was 
a part of as a visiting 
professorship at the University of 
Colorado as being the one past 
experience that he feels will be 
most beneficial to him in his new 
position at the University. 
"In a world which is increasingly 
connected, economically and 
culturally, we cannot ignore the 
international dimension of our 
world," Daye said, explaining the 
importance of an international 
studies program at the Univer- 
sity. "I hope to help expand that 
dimension at our University and I 
invite all suggestions and com- 
ments to that goal." 
Daye was recommended to 
Dr. Ramona Cormier, associate 
provost, by a search committee 
which she had appointed. Cormier 
then made a recommendation 
that Daye be considered for the 
position to Dr. Karl Vogt, interim 
vice president of academic af- 
fairs. 
BG Mews photo/Patrick San dor 
Dr. Douglas Daye has been chosen as the new 
director for the Center for International Relations. 
s° 4* & 
d^ctir* Friday Dec. 17 
w
 ^P Sunday Dec. 1 
Watch BGSU Win the California Bowl! 
Only $382 per person 
Includes Flight 
Lodging 
Transfers to and from Fresno **^ 
Ticket 
Sign Up Now In The UAO Office. 
J PP WINTHROP TERRACE 
NORTH & SOUTH 
OFFICE - 400 Napoleon Rd 
Phone 352-9135 
FOR A GOOD PLACE TO LIVE - COME OUT 
AND SECURE YOUR APARTMENT FOR SECOND* 
\ SEMESTER NOW! WE PAY HEAL, WATER 
AND CABLE. 
ONE AND TWO BEDROOMS AVAILABLE 
FURNISHED AND UNFURNISHED 
OFFICE HOURS 9-12 & 1-5 MON-FRI. 
EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT 
UNDECIDED about college major  and 
occupation* to aspire toward? 
Consider Taking 
IrULifci^Lfcld-Uli UL4lilUU,G 
rc> ruti-£»   mroOMATiON CONT*C<: 
w>. N»j»ti *. wvGauT   ?-203I 
COUNSEL 1 MO    'MO    CA'CEB   DfVlLO'HCNt 
:ENTE» 
5?0   1TUTWH!    UBvlfft   iUHOINf. 
2 credit hours 
Mgj^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B 
MIDDLE EAST CRISIS 
lecture by Jonathan Kuttab 
lawyer from Jerusalem 
Nov. 30 8:00 pm 
HO BA Building 
sponsored by World Student Association) 
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6zh Want to Go Places 
UAO and HPER Dept. 
won't close you 
out of this fantastic 
skiing adventure 
STEAMBOAT 
COLORADO 
S275.00 
• lodging 
• 5 day lift ticket 
• transportation 
Fairlane... 
Travel to 
FAIRLANE MALL 
Sat. Dec. 4 
$7 per person 
California.. 
CALIFORNIA 
BOWL 
GAME 
Fri.Dec.17- 
Sun. Dec. 19    . 
$382 per person 
Includes Flight. 
Lodging. Ticket 
and Transfers to 
Fresno. 
Sign up now in the UAO Office, 3rd Floor Union 
NOW    INTERVIEWING      ON 
CAMPUS 
We are now accepting applicatins for management positions in: 
•AVIATION •BUSINESS    MANAGEMENT 
•ENGINEERING   •INTELLIGENCE 
•PERSONNEL     A D MINISTRATION 
REQUIREMENTS:        BS    BA    degree 
Summer   graduates   welcomed, 
U.S.   Citizen 21-34, excellent health 
Starting Salary $17,500 
SIGH UP FOR AN INTERVIEW IN THE PLACEMENT OFFICE 
OR CALL COLLECT    419-352-7236 or 
419-372-0359 
INTERVIEWS    WILL    RE     HELD 
VISIT US IN THE STUDENT CENTER 
December 1st and 2nd 
December 1st and 2nd 
NAVY 
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Multimillionaire 'playboy' still active in business 
LOS ANGELES 
(AP) Bunny mogul 
Hugh Hefner rarely 
leaves the hutch, his 
luxurious bachelor pad 
in exclusive Holmby 
Hills. But, that is the 
way he has always 
operated, even when he 
was president t>f the 
troubled Playboy 
empire. 
Now, less than a 
year after he turned 
over active 
management of 
Playboy Enterprises 
Inc., to bis daughter, 
Hefner denies rumors 
describing him as 
burned-out and mired in 
depression while others 
run Playboy. 
"That   all   started 
SEND A SPECIAL 
CHRISTMAS MESSAGE 
TO YOUR FRIENDS 
with an article which 
was written as if the guy 
had never been here and 
knew nothing about me 
or Playboy?' Hefner, 
clad in his customary 
silk pajamas and robe, 
said during a recent 
interview. 
"I really have been 
more involved, in part 
because of some of the 
economic problems. But 
I have not Deen involved 
in what might be con- 
sidered the operations 
management of the 
company for a decade 
and a half." 
It was 5 p.m. Hefner 
had arisen a few hours 
earlier and was settled 
on a couch before a 
backgammon-board t- 
able in an elegant study 
inside his 30-room, 
Tudor-style mansion. 
He fiddled with the 
omnipresent pipe and 
spoke again about the 
gossip    that    swirls 
around his reclusive 
life. 
"My work style is 
such, and has been for 
more than 20 years, that 
I work afternoons and 
evenings, I work in 
paiamas. I think these 
things create those 
impressions,'' he said." 
But I've found there just 
aren't many reasons to 
go out." 
Indeed, Hefner's 5- 
acre complex must be 
the ultimate bachelor 
pad: staff of 30, tennis 
court, custom pool with 
stereo-equiped spa and 
Jacuzzi tucked under a 
waterfall, guesthouse 
crammed with pinball 
and video games, a 
small zoo, aviary and 
fishpond. 
inside the gray 
stone mansion are 
marble-floored halls, 
luxurious dining room, 
library and an enour- 
mous master bedroom 
with four televisions, 
four video recorders, 
lighting and curtains all 
controlled from the 
more than king-sized 
bed. There to share it all 
is Shannon Tweed, a 25- 
year-old blond and the 
1962 Playmate of the 
Year. 
It has been 29 years 
this December since 
Hefner began 
publishing Play boy 
magazine on his kitchen 
table. His $600 in- 
vestment has made him 
a multimillionare able 
to indulge any whim, 
follow any fantasy. He 
knows it upsets people. 1
' It seems obvious to 
me that the two great 
guilts in our society are 
material wealth and 
sex, and if you tie the 
two together it really 
starts giving people 
problems," ne said. 
And if you do it in such 
a      fashion      that 
everything seems to 
work for you and you 
seem to be having an 
awful lot of fun at it, 
then it does touch some 
nerves." 
Not that he loses 
much sleep worrying. 
Now 56, Hefner has 
turned over managment 
of the Playboy empire to 
his 29-year-old daughter 
Christie who became 
president in April. He 
remains chairman. 
"My average day 
during the week begins 
in the early afternoon 
and starts usually with 
some dictation. I 
usually go into a 
meeting about 2 or 3 
p.m., and that takes up 
the rest of the af- 
ternoon," he said. 
"I usually retire 
about midnight or 1 
a.m., and then probably 
spend the next three or 
four hours relaxing with 
my  girlfriend,  eating, 
watching a movie on 
tapes. That would bea 
typical day." 
It has not been 
Playboy's best year. 
The company sold off its 
lucrative London 
casinos under pressure 
form British regulatory 
authorities because of 
alleged gaming law 
infractions ana also 
liquidated its book 
publishing operation, 
two resorthotels and the 
New York Playboy 
Club. Altogether, 
Playboy lost more than 
$50 million in fiscal 1982 
and does not expect 
much more than to 
break even 1983. 
But Hefner, who 
still owns two-thirds of 
the company, was 
upbeat about Playboy's 
future. 
"What fiscal 1982 
has been all about for us (was) cleaning up the 
balance sheet, getting 
out of businesses ... that 
were borderline of not 
profitable and also of 
turning specific equities 
we had into cash and 
getting our balance 
sheet into a stronger 
cash position," he said. 
These days, Hef- 
ner's attention is 
focused on The Playboy 
Channel, an all-night 
cable television venture 
featuring adult films, 
original programming, 
talk shows and video 
versions of the famous 
Playboy centerfolds. 
"I'm very much 
involved in the video, 
particularly because it 
is a brand new area for 
us. It's a matter, as with 
the magazine, of sort of 
getting the course to 
begin with and then 
others can follow," he 
said. 
* 
In Friday, Dec. 10th BG News 
Deadline: Wednesday Dec. 84 p.m. 
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'Happy Birthday' 
FALL SEMESTER 
BIRTHDAY AND 
DANCEPARTY 
Dance Your Socks Off 
SAT. DEC. 4 
8-12 MIDNIGHT 
ONLY: $1 or 
50 cents if you have a 
fall semester birthday 
Welcome Back 
BG's Local Favorites 
Those Guys' 
CHRIS REYNOLDS 
AND 
JOHN HUSBANDS 
Thurs and hn Dec. 3-4 
8PM-1IPM 
A fine lime for SI. 50 
Exclusively in the 
SIDE DOOR UNION 
GO NORTH EH ? 
BEAUTIFUL 
BLUE MOUNTAIN CANADA 
JANUARY14-16 
Meeting Tuesday November 30. 8:30 in 
070 Overman Payments taken: Huny ^ 
there is not much time! •- 
For More Information: 354-1053 Ms+% 
Career. 
.. .from page 1 
Forty-four major cor- 
porations have cancelled their 
plans to recruit at Bowling Green 
so far this semester. Xerox, 
Procter & Gamble, NCR Corp.. 
Mobil Oil, Ashland Oil, and 
General Tire and Rubber can- 
celled interviews with December 
graduates. 
These corporations usually 
hire a great deal of University 
graduates, Galloway said, adding 
that spring recruitment plans will 
depend on the economy. 
The director estimates that 
500 corporations will visit the 
campus this year, compared to 
695 from last year. This is a 29 
percent decrease. 
Galloway said the number of 
recruiters visitng the University 
has not been this low since 1964. 
The current recession is 
worse than the 1974 recession, 
according to Gallaway. During 
the recession of 1974, 578 em- 
ployers visited the University 
compared to the estimated 500 for 
this year. 
ms 
O Ren. Price    HJ 
108.00 
14" 1 Item Pizza 
for ONLY 5.00! 
EAT IN PICK UP ONLY! 
HARKS PIZZA 
Expires 12/20/82 
14" 1 Item Pizza 
for ONLY 5.00! 
EA T IN PICK UP ONL Y! 
MARK'S PIZZA 
Expires 12/20/82 
The Outpost     a 
181S. Main       Dwrtwn 86 ^ 
dlngodlngodlngodln 
OUR 
TRUCK LOAD 
OF CHRISTMAS 
TREES ARE IN! 
*TREESCANBE 
FIRE PROOFED AND FLOCKED! 
^STANDS ALSO AVAILABLE 
*WE DELIVER TOO! 
*ALL SIZES AVAILABLE 
*SEE OUR SELECTIONS TODAY! 
(End of S. College 
at Napoleon Rd.) 
'   l-PIXI 
The Mini Mall 
188 S. Main St. 
Bowling Green 
A Christmas Shop... 
ornaments    decorations     gifts 
Mon.-Sat. 10 am-9 pm 
I $2.50 OFF 
ANY X-LARGE PIZZA 
WITH 
two or more items 
MARK'S PIZZA 
Expires 12&0/82 
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA 
congratulates its 
NEW 1983 officers 
President: Ellen Hassett 
V.P. Fraternity Educ: Beth Trentadue 
V.P. Scholarship: i Vlcki Smith 
Treasurer: Jeanette Bronkar 
Rush: Becky Burge 
Recording Secretary Lynn Zak 
Corresponding: Yvonne French 
Social: Rose Rizzolla 
Activities: kim Vandervort 
Panhellenic: Terri Bonza 
Altruism: Deb Levy 
Membership: Sue Xinakes 
Publicity: Susie Woodliff 
Ritual: Lisa Kaiser 
Standards: Mary Moran 
House: Barb Nettrour 
Asst. Frat. Educ: Denise Suber 
Asst. Rush: Mary Davis 
Jr. Panhellenic: Rina Shere 
Asst. House: Denise Belin 
Alumni: Katie Sprunk and 
Cecelia Richardson 
Song: Kim Vandervort and 
Susie Woodliff 
Sunshine: Susan Swope and 
Sharon Richards 
House Sales: Carle Hooper 
Athletics: Kathy Leibig 
Thanks to the Old Officers fora great jot: 
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G ATT continues trade 
Terry Vaughn, sophomore general business 
major, helps sophomore accounting major Dan 
Sherry work out his program on one of the term- 
inals in the Apple computer lab. 
Nazi appeal declined 
GENEVA, Swit- 
zerland(AP) - An 88- 
nation trade conference 
on Monday dashed U.S. 
hopes of phasing out 
Common Market farm 
subsidies and winning 
Third World con- 
cessions on trade 
barriers, approving a 
final declaration that 
skirted both issues. 
"Overall, the results 
might get a grade of 
'C*," said U.S. trade 
representative William 
Brock. "I don't think 
Congress will be 
happy." 
After five days of 
grueling and at times 
bitter negoiations, 
delegates from nations 
subscribing to the 
General Agreement on 
Tariffs and Trade voted 
earlv Monday for a 
3,000-word document 
that endorses GATT 
principles of free and 
open trade. 
The vote came in a 
plenary session that 
originally was 
scheduled for Saturday, 
but was repeatedly 
delayed to avoid having 
the conference end 
without making any 
kind of joint 
declaration. 
The compromise 
document, watered 
BG News photo/Ron Hagier down in marathon 
bargaining over the 
weekend,   committed 
GATT members to 
"resist" protectionist 
trade barriers erected 
to protect weak 
domestic industries. 
BUT, under ob- jections from the 
Common Market and 
elsewhere, it dropped a 
Erevious draft's pledge 
o "refrain" from 
protectionism, as well 
as a U.S.-backed text 
that would have called 
for "dismantling" 
existing protectionist 
measures. 
Some GATT members 
even objected to 
language providing for 
a study of perhaps the 
most hotly debated 
issue - agricultural 
subsidies. 
The United States was 
deeply involved in both 
major disputes that had 
paralyzed the con- 
ference since opening 
dav and threatened its 
collapse. 
One focused on the 
Common Market's 
refusal to meet U.S. 
demands for a gradual 
phase-out of 
agricultural subsidies 
enacted to reduce huge 
surpluses. The U.S. 
delegation said the 
subsidies make for 
unfair  competition  by 
undercut'^ other 
nations' prices. 
Most.GATT members 
outside the European 
Economic Community 
backed Washington in 
the debate, but the final 
document made no 
specific reference to 
farm price support. 
IT CALLED FOR a 
two-year study on how 
to bring agriculture 
"more fully' into the 
GATT trading system 
and "to seek to improve 
terms of access to 
farm markets. 
The Common Market 
insisted on reading into 
the record a statement 
that this "is not a 
commitment to any new 
negotiation or obligation 
in relation to 
agricultural products." 
The final agreement 
on agriculture "did not 
go as far as we would 
five liked," said a weary 
Brock shortly before 
dawn Monday. "I don't 
think it will solve the 
American farmer's 
problems." 
Brock noted that there 
is strong sentiment on 
Capitol Hill for dumping 
low-priced dairy 
products on world 
markets unless Com- 
mon Market subsidies 
are phased out. Nine 
Republican senators 
and congressmen at- 
tended the conference, 
lobbying heavily for the 
U.S. position. 
The threat of dum- 
ping, and the lobbying, 
angered some European 
delegates, who called it 
"arm twisting." 
Capital 
Gain. 
Time and again, 
you've heanl it said, 
"To make money, you have 
to have moneyf 
The truth is, you have to 
know how to save money 
before you can think about 
making more. 
That s why more and 
more people are joining the 
rYivroll Savings Plan to buy 
U.S. Savings Bonds. That 
way; a little is taken out of 
each paycheck automatically. 
In no time, voull have 
enough Bonds for a new car, 
your chikfs education, even a 
dream vacation. 
Whatever you save for. 
Bonds are the safest, surest 
way to gain capital. 
t 
t 
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CLEVELAND (AP) 
The U.S. Supreme 
Court declined Monday 
to hear the appeal of 
accused Nazi death 
camp guard John 
Demjanjuk, clearing 
the way for resumption 
of the deportation 
proceedings    against 
The justices 
refused, without 
comment, to hear 
Demjanjuk's appeal of 
the June 1981 ruling that 
stripped him of his 
citizenship. The 6th U.S. 
Circuit Court of Appeals 
upheld the decision 
made last June 8. 
Robert Brown, 
acting director for the 
U.S. Immigration and 
Naturalization Serivce 
in Cleveland, said the 
agency will pursue 
deportation proceedings 
against Demjanjuk "as 
soon as possible." 
For   Holiday Gilt Giving 
WE ARE NOW IN OUR 
NEW LOCATION 
168-174 S. MAIN ST. 
Smiths 
HALLMARK AND OFFICE SUPPLY 
Complete new line of Art Supplies 
MEN OF 
BGSU 
1982-83 
CALENDAR 
NOW ONLY: 
♦3.95 
$Tyi_r 
Pizza 
In Chicago they make a thick crust pizza 
with a special whole tomato sauce, a thick 
chewy dough and mounds of cheese. 
NOW WE MAKE IT I .. . 
With your choice of those great 
PisaneHo's items   We call it... 
Plsanello't • "Chicago Styl«" 
OPEN 4 pm 
h-Plzzo/ *»"; -5166i 203 North main 
One Coupon Pet Pino - Thru   12/17/82 
t*2 00 OFF 
A LARGE 
*1 50 OFF 
A MEDIUM 
CHICAGO STYLE 
PIZZA 
"  CHICAGO STYll 
P PIZZA 
ANY LARGE. MED.. OR SMALL CHICAGO 
*1 00 OFF 
A SMALL 
CHICAGO STVli 
PIZZA 
N STYLE PIZZA WITH ONE OR MORI ITEMS 
p-k U:   Ome I'   or Fott FPU Delivery 
■ ■■■(OUPONaaa. 
O 
u 
p 
c 
N 
I 
.1 
7 
* 
* 
t 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
i 
* 
te0YSancfo 
V* 531 Ridge St. '$ 
Nov. 30 thru Dec. 5 
fr-i 
FREE transfer on our shirts 
GUYS LEVIS 
St. Leg-Orange tag 
Reg. S18.99 
NOW $14.95 \T^ 
Ms Lee 
Big Skirt Demin 
Reg. 27.95 Now $16.95 
DENIM BLOUSE 
Reg $25.95 NOW $14.95 
Ms Lee's >«. 
St. Leg Denims J 
Reg.S27.00     ~v/C 
HALLS   x f 
NOW $19 
BIBOVERI UVtKII l    -.
^M   20 percent OFf   (, 
ALL BRANDS 
i 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
r —— 
A 
RACISM 
WORKSHOP 
U)ii7 be conducted by 
DR. CHARLES KING 
of 
The Atlanta Urban 
Crisis Center 
Focusing on prevalent racial 
attitudes at 
Bowling Green State University 
Everyone is encouraged to attend. 
November 30,1982 
6:30 PM 
Recital Hall of West Hall 
Sponsored by: 
The Black Student Union 
Undergraduate Student Government 
African People's Association 
Third World Graduate Association 
Minority Student Activities. 
For More Information Contact Deanna Okoiti 372-2642 
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SPORTS 
BG proves worth against UNC 
Bowling Green's Shawn Potts celebrates his        Photo/Al Fuchs 
first half touchdown as frustrated North Carolina 
cornerback Greg Poole looks on. 
Falcons held ground 
against opponent 
by Joe Menzer 
sporls editor 
1. . 
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. - Despite 
a final score of 33-14 in its loss to 
North Carolina last Thursday, 
Bowling Green eared the respect 
of its Atlantic Coast Conference 
foes by playing some fine football. 
"This game was tough just like 
I thought it would be, said UNC 
head coach Dick Crum, who used 
to coach in the Mid-American 
Conference at Miami of Ohio. 
"People down here tend to put the 
MAC and Bowling Green down. It 
upsets me when I hear people 
says games like this are a snap. 
"As you saw today, Bowling 
Green plays good tough defense.' 
Before tiring late in the fourth 
quarter, the Falcons made the 
Tar Heels work for nearly every 
yard they gained. BG's defensive 
efforts often involved the gang- 
tackling of UNC's talented 
tailback, Kelvin Bryant, and his 
slew of "back-ups' who were 
almost as talented. 
Bryant rambled for 149 yards on 
32 carries, as he surpassed the 
1,000-yard mark for the third 
consecutive season. Whenever he 
tired, tailbacks Ethan Horton (eight carries for 51 yards) and 
Tyrone Anthony (13-51) or 
fullback Eddie Colson (6-29) 
seemed to carry the ball with the 
same ease. 
"Bryant is a great back, but the 
thing is that they can take him out 
and rest him," echoed BG head 
coach Denny Stolz. "They can put 
in two or three other backs who 
can run the ball just about as 
well." 
Still, the Falcons held their own 
by Joe Menzer 
sports editor  
CHAPEL HILL. N.C. - North 
Carolina entered last Thursday's 
Thanksgiving Day game with 
Bowling Green hoping to feast 
heartily on the Falcons, but BG 
Craved to be tough to swallow for 
le Tar Heels. 
Though the Sun Bowl-bound Tar 
Heels gobbled up BG in the end, 
33-14, the Falcons played well 
enough to let UNC know it was in a 
contest throughout. Both teams 
are now 7-4, and the Falcons are 
also headed for a bowl date - with 
Fresno State in the California 
Bowl on Dec. 18. 
"I heard they were getting 
down on us a little bit before the 
game," said Falcon wide receiver 
Shawn Potts, who caught two 
touchdown passes for BG's only 
scores in the game. "I'm sure 
they could tell you now, 'hey.we 
could have lost that game.' " 
BG clung to a 7-6 halftime lead 
against the Division I-A Tar 
Heels, and it took two UNC fourth- 
quarter tallies to put the game on 
ice for the Atlantic Coast Con- 
ference team. 
With less than four minutes 
fone in the final stanza and the 
ar Heels leading, 19-7, UNC 
quarterback Scott Stankavage 
mishandled a snap and BG's 
Terry Gyetvai recovered the loose 
ball at the UNC 36-yard line. 
Three plays later, BG reserve 
signal caller Steve Swan lofted a 
pass to Potts and the sure-handed 
senior wrestled the ball away 
from defender Tim Morrison in 
the end zone for a touchdown. 
Gehad Youssef's subsequent 
extra-point cut UNC's lead to 19-14 
with 9:43 left in the game. 
While it was the 99th reception 
of Potts' career, it was the first 
TD pass of Swan's BG career. 
Swan, also a senior, transferred to 
BG two years ago from Anderson 
College and has seen only limited 
action as a Falcon. Potts went on 
to catch three more passes 
against UNC, giving him nine 
catches for 115 yards on the af- 
ternoon, and 102 receptions for his 
career. 
After the Swan-to-Potts TD 
strike had stunned most of the 
Kenan Stadium crowd of 33,000, 
the Tar Heels put together an 
impressive eight-play, 80-yard 
drive that mostly featured the 
running of celebrated UNC 
tailback Kelvin Bryant. Bryant - 
who had 149 yards on 32 carries 
for the afternoon - toted the ball 
five times during the drive for 44 
yeards, as he and backf ield mates 
Tyrone Anthony and Eddie Colson 
advanced the ball to the BG 37 and 
took a substantial chunk of time 
off the clock. 
There, with the Tar Heels 
facing a third-and-six situation, 
UNC split end Earl Winfield 
turned a routine sideline pass 
pattern into an important six 
points. After catching the pass at 
about the 25-yard line, Winfield 
made a move to the inside to elude 
BG's Tony Graham and then 
sprinted untouched to the end 
zone. 
"On that touchdown pass in the 
fourth quarter, Graham just 
slipped on the turf. That was an 
awfully big score," BG head 
coach Denny Stolz said. "Graham 
had made two or three really fine 
plays earlier in the game, but 
when you're playing against 
people who have speed like that, 
you can't overplay. That's what 
he (Grahan) did, and then he 
sliDDed on the turf." 
Brooks Barwick tacked on the 
conversion following Winfield's 
score, and the Tar Heels pretty 
much had the game tucked away 
at 26-14, with 6:36 to go. 
UNC's final touchdown came on 
its last offensive play of the game, 
as reserve tailback Ethan Horton 
p'cked his way through BG's 
exhausted defense for a 22-yard 
TDrun. 
"I was disappointed that we 
gave up that last touchdown, but 
we were tired," Stolz said. 
"Carolina's just got great talent 
and lots of it. 
"They just wore you down out 
there," BG defensive end Steve 
Truchly said afterwards. "It 
seems like every time our offense 
scores, our defense settles back a 
little and we couldn't do it against 
this team. We weren't running 
and hitting - wrapping them up - 
like we usually do. We were just 
tired; our defense was on the field 
a lot." 
Statistics bear Truchly out. the 
Tar Heels had the ball for 36:29 of 
the game, while the Falcons had it 
for just 23:31. That enormous 
differential in time of possession 
enabled UNC to run a whopping 97 
offensive plays to 63 tor the 
Falcons. 
Still,   BG   played   error-free 
football. The Falcons committed 
no penalties and had no turnovers, 
while UNC had five penalties for 
40 yeards, lost two fumbles and 
also had an interception. 
Thus, not only were the Falcons 
able to stay in the game, but they 
actually led at halftime. 
The first of what would be a 
UNC record-tying four field goals 
by Barwick came on a 27-yarder 
with 7:11 left in the first quarter 
and gave the Tar Heels a 3-0 lead. 
BG's defense held UNC in check 
for most of the first half, however, 
and a sack of Stankavage by BG's 
Mike Foor and Andre Young 
forced the Tar Heels to punt from 
their own 16 early in the second 
quarter. 
That gave the Falcons good 
field position for one of the few 
times in the game, and they took 
full advantage of it. Again, Potts 
was the center-stage star in BG's 
short scoring drive. 
First, starting QB Dayne 
Palsgrave connected with Potts - 
who made a nice catch in a crowd 
- for a 33-yard gain down to the 
UNC 15. Two plays later, Potts 
made an acrobatic TD catch of 
another Palsgrove pass and 
barely stayed in-bounds in the left 
corner of the end zone. 
Barwick later added a 22-yard 
field goal with 1:34 left, but the 
Falcons still took a 7-6 advantage 
to the lockerroom at intermission. 
"When we were up 7-3, and then 
at halftime, that was a great 
feeling," Potts said. "I have to 
admit - they did have some 
horses out there." 
for the most part against the Tar 
Heels - who are a bona-fide 
Division I-A team. UNC's football 
program plays around with 20 
more full scholarships than BG's 
and that makes a huge difference 
in the size and depth of the two 
teams on the playing field. 
The Falcons gave up an 
average of 40 pounds per position, 
but somehow managed to forge a 
7-6 halftime lead. UNC scored on 
its first possession of the second 
half to take the lead for good, but 
with seven minutes left in the 
contest, the Falcons still were 
well within reach - trailing just 
19-14. 
"I have to admit - when you're 
playing a Carolina, the per- 
centages of beating them are 
slight. We actually played very 
well," Stolz said. ''They knew 
they were in a ballgame; they 
didn't want to make a mistake 
when it was 19-14. 
"We can compete in Division I- 
A, but we can't compete day in 
and day out with those teams at 
the top of their leagues. I don't 
care what anyone says, they're 
(UNC) still the best team in the 
ACC." 
After a sloppy first half, the Tar 
Heels started to play more like the 
team they were built up to be. 
"We played with a lot of pride. 
I'm glad we had a tough game," 
Bryant said. "Bowling Green 
surprised me; they were a little 
tougher than I thought they would 
be. " 
"They came at us hard," added 
William Fuller, UNC's all- 
America candidate at defensive 
tackle. Bowling Green's Andre Jackson puts a move on North Carolina linebacker Micah Moon. 
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BG icers take "fight" out of Irish over weekend 
by Tracy Colllm 
editor  
Bowling Green's potent offense 
hit Notre Dame goaltender Bob 
McNamara with all the force of 
the Detroit Lions' Leonard 
Thompson hitting New York's 
Leon Bright on a punt return - 
McNamara never seemed to see 
what hit him, but he was knocked 
senseless, nonetheless. 
And what looked to be a grudge 
match for the Falcon hockey team 
turned out to be no match at all, as 
they used a record-setting of- 
fensive explosion to demolish 
Notre Dame, 12-2 and 12-3, at the 
Ice Arena last weekend. 
With the sweep, the Falcons 
retain their lead in the CCHA 
standings, with a record of 10-1-1 
in the league and 10-2-2 overall. 
Notre Dame falls to 3-9 in the 
league and overall. 
The teams went scoreless for 
nearly the first 15 minutes of 
Friday's contest before the 
Falcons notched two power play 
goals within 1:57, to take a 2-0 lead 
into the lockerroom. 
In the second period, BG added 
two more power play goals and a 
score by freshman Jamie Wan- 
sbrough in the first 8:12 to pad its 
lead to 5-0. The teams added two 
goals each to close the period with 
BG leading 7-2. 
After the second period, Notre 
Dame coach Charles "Lefty" 
Smith pulled McNamara - who 
has started every UND game this 
season - and replaced him with 
freshman Mickey Kappella. 
Kappella was given a harsh 20 
minutes of work, as the Falcons 
beat him five times, including 
Wansbrough's second and third 
goals of the evening, giving him 
BG's second hat trick of the 
season. 
Peter Wilson added a power 
play goal in the period, to give the 
Falcons five goals with the man 
advantage on just six attempts, 
with a different player scoring 
each of the five goals (Dan Kane, 
John   Samanski,    Brian    Hills, 
Notre Dame looked to keep the 
second game closer, taking a 1-0 
lead at the 13:17 marx of the 
opening period when Brent 
Chapman beat Falcon goaltender 
Wayne Collins with a mis-hit shot 
off a rebound in front of the net. 
But the powerful BG power play 
arose again, and Hills scored with 
a fine move all alone in front of 
McNamara at the 18:57 mark, 
with the Falcons skating four-on- 
three. 
In the second period, UND's 
Tim Reilly was whistled off for 
interference at the 3:51 mark, and 
Wilson scored off a rebound lust 
four seconds later, after Hills had 
gotten a shot away on the faceoff. 
Less than two minutes later, Hills 
scored eight seconds after Kurt 
Bjork was put in the penalty box 
for slashing, and the Falcons had 
a 3-1 lead on three power play 
goals. 
Hills got his hat trick goal just 
33 seconds later as he led a two- 
on-one breakaway, and John 
Samanski got his first goal of the 
night, 22 seconds after that, while 
BG was on a four-on-two break. 
Freshman Dave Ellett fed a nice 
pass to Samanski to let the junior 
center come in alone in front of 
McNamara. 
McNamara had all of 43 seconds 
in which to shake the stars out of 
his head after that flurry before 
Dave Kanderson was allowed to 
pick up a faceoff untouched in the 
UND zone and beat McNamara 
with a backhand. Dave O'Brian 
gained the assist on the play. 
O'Brian got the second goal of 
his injury-plagued season 31 
seconds later, when Kerry 
Kennedy centered to him alone in 
front. McNamara then slammed 
his stick in frustration, as that 
coal gave BG a 7-1 lead, and the 
fastest four goals by four different 
players in the team's history. 
Hills, Samanski, Randerson and 
O'Brian scored in a span of 1:36, 
destroying the old record of 2:33, 
set in 1973. 
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Tar Heels' Bryant among nation's best at job 
by Keith Walther 
assistant sports editor  
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. - North 
Carolina's Kelvin Bryant stood 
with a slight grin, still clad in 
grass-stained football gear, 
surrounded by the media's hot 
camera lights and a horde of 
reporters anxiously awaiting his 
next syllable. 
The next utterance was put on 
hold, however, as the all-ACC and 
pre-season all-American running 
back took time out to sign a small 
painting presented to him by UNC 
Sports Information Director Rick 
Brewer. The autograph was for a 
child. 
It was the second good deed of 
the day for "K.B." as he is af- 
fectionately called by Carolina 
fans. The first deed he performed 
for his teammates earlier on that 
Thanksgiving Day on the football 
field against Bowung Green. 
It was something he had done 
many times before - just like 
signing autographs. And, much 
like the pen he used to sign the 
autograph, Bryant put matters in 
his own hands. 
It was still very much a 
ballgame, with BG claiming a 
slight edge in momentum after 
the Falcons scored on a 25-yard 
pass play from reserve quar- 
terback Steve Swan to split end 
Shawn Potts. The tally made it 19- 
North Carolina's Kelvin Bryant tries to elude Bowling Green's Shawn Simms 
(3a) in last Thursday's Thanksgiving Day game at Kenan Stadium in Chapel Hill, 
N.C. Bryant, one of the nation's top backs when he is healthy, went over the 
1.000-yard mark for the season with a 149-yard effort against the Falcons. 
Photo/AI Fuchs 
fa College Seniors £ 
Graduates 
Aim High 
The Air Force 
has the following 
positions available: 
PILOT/NAVIGATOR— 
Any Four Ye»r Dcgrct. Ages 18 to 27. 
ENCDVEERS- 
Dtgrec in engineering. Ages 18 to 34. 
fou've put a lot of effort into earning your 
college degree. Now it's time for that degree to 
do something for you. It can open the door to 
one of the finest opportunities available to col- 
lege graduates — Air Force Officer Training 
School. Completing this three month course 
can put you into executive positions right away. 
If you're looking for a career that oners an 
excellent starting salary, fob security, complete 
dental and medical care — Aim High — Aim 
for the U.S. Air Force. For more information 
contact 
Tsgt. Gerry Winebrenner 
280 South Main Street 
Room 102 
Bowling Green, OH 43402 
(419) 352-5138 
Get into the Holiday Spirit    Attend The... 
CHRISTMAS TREE LIGHTING 
CEREMONY 
Wed. Dec. 1 
6:00 - 6:30 PM 
In Front Of The Union 
FEATURING; 
Address To The Students by Dr. Olscamp 
Sing-A-Long with BGSU Men's Chorus       ^'jgW 
and Women's Chorus *** *&* 
Free Hot Chocolate 
Special Visit by Santa // ^F 
Claus ^.4Mm^ 
jetings 
to Everyone From 
b«t|MMMWMMMMMMMM4Ci Mi tR^JWMWi^rrl.^^S^.a^TWe-fW?«<ft 
A    SUPER HOLIDAY SAVINGS A /\      START YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING NOW AT   «J» 
w THE FALCON HOUSE \ 
"ADDIDAS LOOK" | 
Warm-up suits 
$59.95 
values to $80 
$5.00 OFF 
ALL 
! SWEATSUITS 
i Pull-over $11.95 
I r L  
SUB* 
! RUNNING SUITS $59.95 
SAVE SIO.OO 
i Athletic  Shoes    Pants $8.95 
i i 
I    Exc. Wrestling Shoes   | SAVE $5.00 per set 
RUNNING i 
SHORTS AND TOPS j 
SAVE 20 % 
SUBV 
 i . 1 . 1  
TUBE 
SOX 
3 Pr. for $5.99 
CONVERSE 
GYM BAGS 
25% OFF 
QconVERSE 
■^T.SU T-SHIRTS 
and 
SHORTS 
25% off 
Shop THE FAU    ... i^AJbt for the Chnc,:: i .;  jift ideas i 
active person on your list 
Special Holiday hours MONDAY and FRIDAY til 9 OO PM 
WEEKDAYS til 6:OOPM 
SATURDAY til 5:OOPM FALCON HOUSE 
"Your *unnln§ MOT I Sporltwor H*adquom,t In B.C. 
140 E. Wooster Ph. 352-3610 
14, with the Tar Heels holding the 
advantage. 
But Carolina took the ensuing 
kick-off and went 80 yards in eight 
Blays to take a 26-14 lead. It was 
le best - and probably the most 
important - scoring drive of the 
day. And it was Bryant who did 
the damage, running for the first 
44 yards of the drive before UNC 
quarterback Scott Stankavage 
connected for the last 37 yards of 
real estate on a pass to Earl 
Winfield. 
"I was just trying to get every 
yard I could," Bryant explained. 
'The offensive line was giving me 
some good holes. I just didn't 
want to lose today." 
Carolina, 7-4 and Sun Bowl- 
bound, had their share of ups and 
downs this season. 
like the team he represents, 
Bryant, a pre-season Heisman 
trophy candidate, has been 
plagued with adversity. Bryant 
has rushed for 1,000 yards tiie last 
three seasons. However, those 
figures are misleading. 
Bryant became the third 
leading rusher (behind Amos 
Lawrence and Mike Voight) in 
Tar Heel history during the BG 
game. He has accomplished this 
in spite of the fact that he has 
missed many games because of 
injuries. 
'I've missed about 15 games 
since I have been here because of 
being hurt," the Moot-2, 195- 
pound senior said. "That has 
really frustrated me. When you're 
hurt, you just gotta sit out and and 
wait for the chance to play again. 
"I really wanted to get the 1,000 
yards today (Bryant needed 85 
yards to eclipse that figure going 
into the game with the Falcons). 
It's special to me, but our of- 
fensive linemen worked so hard 
this year...I wanted it for them." 
It has not come easy for the 
Tarboro, N.C, native. And last 
Thursday, even though BG did not 
make it much easier, the end 
results were the same - 32 rushes 
for 149 yards. 
"Bowling Green was a lot 
better than I thought they might 
be," Bryant said. "They sur- 
prised me; I would carry the ball 
and their defense was always 
around. Every time I thought I 
was going to break one, it seemed 
like someone would come in from 
nowhere. 
"I think Kelvin did a better job 
this year of being a tough, hard- 
nosed runner than in the past," 
Carolina coach Dick Crum said. 
"He was trying too hard today. He 
was trying to go 80 yards before 
he went five. 
Whatever Bryant was "trying 
to do", it worked. The Falcon 
defense could verify that af- 
terwards. 
At Command Performance! 
HAIRSTYLING NOW 
COSTS YOU LESS! 
(Special Fall '82 
Reduced Prices!) 
FREE sryflrto consultations for man a woman. 
Coma Imam how ma can maka you look battarl 
SAVE 941   Now only $101 
SAVE $31 Now only $81 
(Hot rotters or wet sals: S2 extra) 
SAVE $10! Now only $261 
SAVE $71 Now only MM 
SAVE $10! Now only $2 si 
SAVE $81 Now only $n-$21l 
SAVE $41 Mow only $c-si$i 
(Slight additional charge for 
below-shoulder -length hair) 
Command Performance 
The   Hairstyling   Place 
Saton hours. 10-9 M-f. 9-7 Sat. 12-5 Son Tel 352-6516 
1072 N. Main Street Bowing Green. Ohio 
Appointments avaaabte tor perms & coloring. 
HURRYI  S#/e Is for LIMITED TIME ONLY! 
Precision haircut w/ 
shampoo & styling 
(Reg. $14) 
Shampoo & styling 
(Rag. $8) 
Fu» permanent • 
CReg. $35) 
Part'l permanent • 
(Reg. $25) 
Frosting • 
(Reg. $35) 
Color highlight • 
(Reg. $20-$26) 
Tinting • 
(Reg. $6-$22) 
• Haircut extra 
Is GRADUATION REALLY 
THAT FAR OFF? 
WHATWEUL 
YouDoWrm 
YOUR DIPLOMA? 
Perhaps the hardest job to net i* your hr*t 
pnafowmaJ nurirkwi, LONG BEFORE YOU 
GRADUATE, you should he wiwklnn tu Jc- 
veltip your job search >klM> START NOW, 
and get all the help you can. 
KBH ck Associates pWJCnO 
"Getting the Job You Want: How to Succeed 
in Today's Employment Market." .in inten- 
sive workshop designed cpeu.ilK ',i' Vudu* 
atinn students and person* rc.id\ hi enter the 
pnttessional workforce Topks Include prin- 
ciples of successful |oh hunting. specific inter- 
viewing technique* and much more The CtaSf, 
is nu»derate. 
Don't he left holding the broom In toda\'» 
employment market, there i> competition tor 
even opening. The best positions .ire won h 
the peopk* who know how to net lured 
Date: Monday. LVcemher o. I°t<2 
Place: Campus. Room.  Jrd Floor. Unner-itx 
L'nion 
Time: c 00 p.m«     10 00 p.m. 
Registration is limited. For more information. 
.a«..4t\!(6l4)84o^Sll,»H-rkic*Hit*eiN<.W. 
! Clip and mail to  KBH & Associate. 
I 5)18 North High Streei 
: Suite 29 
Columbus. Ohto 4)214 
Sum me up! 
j   Sign up mv friends, too. Names, addresses,; 
are attached. 
■   Please send more information. 
I Name  
j Loc* AddrtM 
i 
J TWt-jhone ( 
KBH&Associates 
Proct 'I Advice lor the Job SeekH 
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Lady Falcons open net season 
with upset win over Detroit 
U last night's season-opening showing on the shot clock. The     The Titans were led, however, 
game was any indication of the Titans ran the clock down to 18 by quick 5-foot-6 guard Regina 
upcoming    season.    Bowling seconds remaining before Boozer Pierce, who scored 11 points and 
Green's women's basketball team lost the ball out of bounds to the passed off for three assists, 
is going places this year. Falcons. Pierce's performance was no 
The Falcons defeated a highly- When BG brought the ball surprise to BG coach Kathy Bole, 
regarded Detroit club in Anderson upcourt, Boozer again fouled in 
Arena, 65-61. As the score in- desperation, as the finish was 
dicates, the contest was a clif- clearly evident. It was Boozer's 
fhanger from the start with the fifth foul and she had to watch the 
biggest   lead   of   nine   points rest of the game from the bench. 
sank both ends of the belonging to BG midway through 
the first half, 21-12. 
The score was tied at 61-apiece 
with just 1:01 remaining in the 
fame, and then the fun began, 
itan turnovers and fouls cost 
them the victory. 
Arnzen 
one-and-one this time for a 64-61 
lead with only eight seconds 
remaining. 
DU brought the ball upcourt 
under heavy full-court pressure 
by the Falcons and called a futile 
DU   forward  Davida   Boozer time-out with just one second left 
stole the ball with 36 seconds left 
and raced down the court on the 
way to what looked like a free two 
points and a late-game lead. But 
she missed the snot and fouled 
BG's Jeanne Arnzen as they both 
battled for the rebound. Arnzen 
sank the first of a one-and-one 
free throw opportunity to break 
the 61-61 tie. 
DU brought the ball upcourt 
and called time-out with 30 
seconds left and with 24 ticks 
in the contest. Then. Titan coach 
Mary Roickle made an illegal 
substitution which resulted in a 
technical foul and a free shot for 
Arnzen that rounded out the 
scoring and the game. 
Though it seemed DU's Boozer 
sealed the team's coffin in the 
waning seconds of the game, she 
Flayed tough throughout and 
inished the night five-for-nine 
from the floor for 10 points and 
also added three rebounds. 
"We felt their strong point was 
their guard positions,' she said. 
"We Tmew the team revolves 
around Regina Pierce and I think 
we held her pretty good; she only 
had six points in the first half." 
As for her team, Bole said she 
could not have been happier with 
the Falcons' performance - even 
though the Falcons' shooting 
percentage was a below-par 45 
percent to the Titan's 64.7 mark. 
The Falcons were led, once 
again, by center Chris Tuttle - 
BG's "do everything" player - 
with a nine-for-12 field goal outing 
and four-out-of-five from the free 
throw line for 22 points. She also 
led all players with 11 rebounds. 
Another Falcon in double 
figures last night was center Sue 
Pokelsek. Pokelsek was seven-of- 
10 from the field and three-for-five 
from the free throw line for 17 
points.  
Stolz a candidate for Duke spot 
Denny Stolz, Bowling Green's 
head football coach, reportedly is 
a candidate for the head coaching 
position at Duke University in 
Durham, N.C., according to a 
story in yesterday's Toledo Blade. 
Stolz would neither confirm nor 
deny the report last night, saying 
only that, "whenever these 
situations arise, I find it best to 
say only what I have already said. 
It would be best for everyone 
concerned to leave it at that for 
now." 
In The Blade's report, Stolz 
said, "I've talked with a couple of 
people the last eight or nine days 
about coaching jobs. That's all I 
will say." 
Stolz apparently was in- 
terviewed for the Duke position by 
Duke athletic director Tom 
Butters while the Falcon football 
team was in Chapel Hill, N.C., last 
Thursday for a Thanksgiving Day 
game with North Carolina. BG 
lost to the Tar Heels, 33-14. 
Stolz and Furman University 
head coach Dick Sheridan are 
among the prime candidates for 
the coaching position that opened 
up at Duke last Monday when Red 
Wilson was fired, according to a 
Durham source, The 
Blade said. 
Wilson was Duke's head coach 
for the last four seasons and 
posted a 6-5 record in each of the 
past two seasons for Duke's first 
back-to-back winning seasons in 
over a decade. Apparently, he and 
Butters had some differences this 
season that led to Wilson's 
dismissal. 
Butters - who has been under 
intense media attack since the 
popular Wilson's firing - has said 
in published Durham reports that 
Wilson would have been fired 
even if Duke had finished this 
season with an 8-3 record. 
Butters has indicated that a 
successor to Wilson won't be 
named for another three weeks. 
Stolz is in his sixth season as 
BG's head coach and will coach 
the Mid-American Conference 
champion Falcons against Fresno 
State in the California Bowl on 
Dec. 18 in Fresno. 
Stolz has posted a 29-37-1 record 
at BG, ana was 19-13-1 as head 
coach at Michigan State 
University before coming here. 
Stolz began his collegiate 
coaching career at Alma (Mich.) 
College, where his teams went 34- 
16 in his six years as head coach. 
Duke, a member of the Atlantic 
Coast Conference, is a private 
school with an enrollment of 
5.800. 
SPORTS BRIEFS 
Bowling Green cross country 
standout Chris Koehler was just 
two positions shy of becoming all- 
America in cross country as he 
participated in the NCAA 
Championship, last Monday. 
His 10,000<meter time ot 31:15.8 
was good for 45th place and 27th 
among American runners. The 
top 25 American runners became 
all-America. 
Bowling Green's basketball 
team opened its season last 
Saturday night with a 50-48 vic- 
tory over Cornell in Ithaca, N.Y., 
but lost in their second game of 
the season, 97-68, to Kansas- 
CLASSIFIEDS 
:>o»t.lied roiet ore 41V per line   • I.JO minimum. BOIDTVPI Mc .. 
M   »oi"o.mo'e>y ?i   _ JO ipocei per lin* 
CAMPUS/CITY [VINTS lit ling, lor non prolit   public ler.ice OL'<. •>. ->■ 
interted ONCI 'of free ond 01 regular rot*. thereafter 
Deadline lor all listing* i, 2 doyi before publication at 4 00 p m   iriday ol 
4 p T.  ., in, deadline (or the luetdoy edition 
<"'-nstlied iorm* ore a.o.loble at Ihe SG News office. 10* University Hall. 
CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS        SERVICES OFFERED 
Nov 30. 1962 
Dr. Lynn Hall horn Cleialend Mar- 
ahal Law School WM speak on TUBS . 
Nov 30 in Iha Faculty Lounge |*i the 
Union) to a! interested m la* school 
from 1—4 00  
Or. Roger Andersen from Iha Uni- 
versity ol Toledo Law School we 
apeak on Wednesday Dec 1 In the 
Perry Croghan Room (in me Union) to 
efl aiterested m law school from  |. 
4 00  
Minority and Human Relations 
committee meeting at 9 00 
TONIGHT IN 109 B A  
The Social Justice Committee will 
be seeing back the lood coupons it 
collected during Hunger Awareness 
Weak There wil be a lade in Univer- 
sity Hat mroughoul the week  
THE WORLD STUDENT ASSOCIA- 
TION IS SPONSORING A LECTURE 
ON THE MIDDLE EAST CRISIS. NO 
VEMBER 30 • 8 00 PM — 110 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
SPEAKER JONATHAN KUTTAB 
LAWYER FROM JERUSALEM 
TO ALL INTERESTED ASTRONOMY 
MtNOED PEOPLE-Come lo the 
BGSU Astronomy Club meeting to 
night Nov 30 in room 269 Overman 
We promise a great time Guest 
Lecture is scheduled on Astrophoto- 
graphy As interested persona are 
welcome  
ABORTIONS 
1-24 week terminations 
app'ts made 7 days 
CALL TOLL FREE 
I 800-382 1205 
ABORTION 
TOLL FREE 
• AM 10:00 P.M. 
1-40O-41H03. 
HIDES 
Need ride to BINGHAMTON. NEW 
YORK or vicinity on Dec 17 or 18 
Wl Pay half of gas expenses Can 
372 0360 days or 352 4453 Late 
Evenings and ask lor Jim  
ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS 
PROFESSIONALLY DONE 
 CALL 352-4017  
Expert Typing 
Reasonable Rales 
Cai 352 7305 atler 5pm 
"REGNANT AND WORRIED? 
Free teat and help 
Al Confidential 
 |41»| 241-9131  
PROFESSIONAL TYPING 
Disaertationa. Thesis, etc. 
352-0635  
TYPING   ALL KINDS" DONE - CALL 
 SUE 893-4166  
TUCKER TYP1HO 
Coeegiste. business, personal 
Nancy 352-0809 
5m Year - Fua time service 
AGO Pledges The breakfast was 
great! We hope your hunt was fun. 
'causa you're al so special and we 
flank you're # 1'  
ALICE. HAPPY 21ST BIRTHOAY TO 
MY FAVORITE JOURNALISM MA 
JOR GLS'S ARE LEGAL NOW. SO 
HAVE A GOOD ONE' LOVE  YOUR 
LIL' AMY  
Al interested persons Regnler now 
for EOF! 460 Sex Role Stereotyping 
ft. Sex Discrirrvnetion m Education ' 
Reaction panels, speakers, rims 
Spring semester. Wed 8-8 pm . 2 
credit hours, for graduates and un- 
dergraduates Study roots ol sexism 
in educational institutions, the need 
tor change, current governmental 
pokcies. develoo new policies In- 
structor Dr Kathleon Murphay 
Anne Carfcsle I'm so happy thai 
you're my big I'm reeky looking 
forward to al the great limes mat 
we're gong to have together You are 
the GREATEST   Alpha Chi love and 
Mine. Little Dee  
A song and a personalized message 
with oaloons   The Beaoonman. 352- 
6061.  
BACCHUS IS COMiNGItl 
BACCHUS IS COMINGIM 
BACCHUS IS COMINOm 
BACCHUS IS COMING 
TO BOWLING GREEN 
SPRING SEMESTER. 1983 
PONY NTTE 
LITTLE KINGS—OENNY 
OLD MILWAUKEE 
NO COVERI 
MAIN ST. 352-3703 
PERSONAL 
Becky Burge and Lisa Harm 
Congrats on being selected Actives 
ol Iha Month1 Love, your Alpha 
Qarnma Delia Sisters  
BGSU SKI CLUB 
PARTY THIS THURSDAY. ALSO WE 
ARE NOW TAKING MONEY FOR 
CANADA TRIP. EVERYONE IS WEL- 
COME HURRY NOT MUCH TIME 
MORE INFO-354-I0S3 
BGSU SKI CLUB 
Tfie BG News 
Will .Help   lo   hriyhlen    L/oiir   C liriilmuS   JVn.ioii 
LOOK FOR THE SPECIAL 
CHRISTMAS EDITION TABLOID 
FRIDAY DECEMBER 3 
stust   in    lime   lo   liel/t   tjoit   itlan    ijour   C liriilmiii 
shonnintj   and telebralint/ 
Atrvartititw, Deadline: Wed., December 1, 4 ».-. 
Alt.... 
Wish   ,Mir  fricrta.  t 
Merry  Chris-trass  with  t 
special message  Fri., 
Otumhu tO 
.^■~\.. 
*•- * ■• 
•       ., -• 
»• .riml.J Lr. 
2).~/IL. W.J., a... *, 4  r~ 
BIRTHDAY SALE IN PROGRESS AT 
JEANS N' THINGS   511   RIDGE ST. 
OPEN TONITE TIL UK) PM. 
BUY YOUR FALCON 
PAINTERS CAP TODAYI 
372-1215 - 109 ANDERSON 
CONGRATULATIONS    HEIDI    ANO 
MKE ON YOUR ENGAGEMENT  . 
BEST OF LUCK . ELLA AND JOE. 
Customized T-shirts t Jerseys lor 
your group or organization 
Lowell Prices-Fail Dell.ery 
Cat) Jan SM-7BH  
FIJI      FIJI      FIJI 
Meet trie men ol Phi Gemma Delta 
on Dec 11n the Alumni Room of the 
Union 7:10-8:30. 
FLU RUSH FIJI RUSH FLU 
Gethng Married"' We see or renl bridal 
1   bridesmaids   gowns A   Wedding 
Creahon. 36  HiHwyck Dr . Toledo. 
OreO-1-531-3467-1    bat      weal    Ol 
Reynolds off H« Aye  
HAPPY 21ST BIRTHOAY TERRY 
DWYER1 I'M SO GLAD THAT 
YOU'RE MY BIG BROTHERi LOVE. 
ANITA PS HOPE I'M NOT TOO 
LATE' 
PONY NITE 
LITTLE KINGS—GENNY 
OLD MILWAUKEE 
NO COVERI 
MAIN ST. 352-9701 
• "HOLIDAY INN'" 
Happy Hours everyday, all day 
every night. ALL MMMT 
Know someone who's lonely, de- 
pressed or never gets any man? Do 
your friend a favor with the Resident 
Student Association s letter writing 
service You can brighten their day' 
Look lor forms ft info in ,our Irving 
Unas R S A JUST FOR FUN' 
Learn about the environment Take 
Philosophy ol Environmental Educa- 
tion. Spring Semester. EDFI 416. 
Section 1139. Tuesday 6 9 pm Dr 
AdoHsM Peters. 372-0207 
LI S« s 01 SAE 
Game night was great1 
So are our 11 sis s 
Pis Alpha-The Brothers 
STORE YOUR BIKE 
SI5.00 tor entire winter 
Includes spring tune-up 
PURCELL'S BIKE SHOP 
Thanks Donna. Short*.  Kety.  Ba. 
Kathy. and Juke for taking care ol us 
fast Saturday night' Hope you had tun 
al the Dixie We owe you one" Love. 
Connie and Shorn  
The Basoonman congratulates the 
1982 MAC Footbel Champs- oaf 
352-6061   ask  about  our   special 
Falcon Bouquet'  
The FIJI'S would Uke lo thank the 
brothers ol Delta Upellon lor their 
hospitality al the first annual Cali- 
fornia here we come party. 
FIJI      FLU      FLU  
THE GREEK WEEK SPAGHETTI DIN 
NER-SAT DEC 4TH AT ST 
THOMAS MORE FROM 4-6  DONT 
MISS IT'  
The men ol Phi Gamma Delta would 
like lo lhank the women ol Keppa 
Delta Sorority lor making the Cali- 
fornia parly a success. 
FLU      FLU      FIJI  
To Dave A Ann. 
Congratulations on your lavalierlng. 
Question: What look you guys so 
long? And why was It such a se- 
cret?  
To my beautiful Gamma Phi Big 
You brighten my day with your beauh- 
ful smee. you made the weeks wart al 
wormwhee The rood trip waa great 
lust SHAKIN' al the way. and who 
can forget the whirlpool with a big 
who's feat rate I love you and have a 
futJHBOW day Your altfa  
TONIGHT AT COLLEGE STATION 
LADIES NIGHT— 
THE BEST IN NORTHWEST OHIO' 
LOCATED    IN    STADIUM    VIEW 
PLAZA  
Tree! yourself for the HoUdayal 
With a carefree perm IS10.00, rep, 
S40) or a precision cut 118 00. reg 
S10.) with Mlndy or Dianna. 
Roman's Hair Designers 
Stadium Plaza 152-2107. 
T-shirt silk screening. If your not 
gelling your shirts from JEANS N' 
THINGS -your probably paying too 
much" Jeans N' Things, 531 Ridge 
St. 
Little Maria - Congrats on being 
elected 0 G President I'm so proud 
ot you L I T B Karl 
MCAT. GMAT. LSAT. ORE classes 
now accepting enrolments In Toledo 
Also special holiday compact 
classes Stanley H Kaplan Educatio- 
nei Center   (4 191536-3701  
PONY NITE 
LITTLE KINGS-QENNY 
OLD MILWAUKEE 
NO COVERI 
MAIN ST. 352-3703 
My deer Inend Kay Brown. Welcome 
to the family. Glad to have you as my 
tree-Get reedy for a great yeer Your 
Big Jeff 
Wash lor less at 
THE WASH HOUSE 250 N.Meln 
FOUND CAMERA - cal Maureen ef 
354-3038 after 5 pm with in 3 days 
WANTED 
Personakzed Musical Messages 
by SINGING GREETINGS 
You give us the tacts-we write 
and sing the song 
352-5441 
FEMALE ROOMMATE SPRRING 
SEMESTER   FURNISHED APT. 
CALL TERRI154-2159.  
F needed. S620/aem Fum . no bus 
except   elec    352-1966    Available 
12-17 82  
F Rmmle needed winter sem Greet 
kjcatkm.Heven House. Please Cal 
3520781 
F Rmte needed for Spr Sem 1 
bdrm   apt. close  lo campus,  cal 
Jennifer el 354-1327  
F student needed to fi 4 person apt 
at Campus Manor Wlr Semester Cal 
352 9302 or 352-7365 eves 
M. rmte. for Spr. Sem. Great loca- 
tion.    Haven    House.    Free   gas! 
Please call 152-1955.  
Rmmle.  needed.   SlOO/mo   Near 
campus 3520586 or 372-2680 
RMTE NEEDED FOR SPRING SEM 
2 BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS S95 per 
mo CALL 352-8384  
Rmte. wanted. $137lmo. Own bdrm. 
wl   Health   Spa.   Utll.   pd.   except 
SoWa. 352-2MO.  
1-2 male rrr-te needed for 3 bdrm 
turn house on 7m SI. Own bdrm 
SI 25 < util Cal days. 353 5751 
and ask tor Gary or evening.   669 
2468  
F ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SUBL 2 
BDRM APT CAMPUS MANOR 
RENT NEGOTIALBE    CALL DFNISE 
AT 354-3030  
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR 
SPRING SEMESTER FURNISHED 
APARTMENT ON NORTH SUMMIT 
CALL JOY AT 354-2273  
2 F mane, needed for Spr Sem E 
Merry St across from Otfenhauer 
Big apt.. 2 bams, nice mites Cal Kim 
or Deb 354-2114  
FEMALE RMTE NEEDED - SPRING 
SEMESTER  -   RENT   $455 SEM 
CALL 354-1775  
F. non-smoking rmmt. for Spring 
sem. Half a house w/laundry facili- 
ties and basemenl! Nice! SlOOfmo. 
• 10 mln. walk to campus Call Lisa 
al 353-6661 slier 4:10 p.m. week- 
*tt  
F. RMTE NEEDED FOR SPRING 
SEMESTER. FURNISHED APT. CALL 
352-7647.  
Vacancies for 2nd semester houses, 
apts . and single rooms lor mate and 
female students Al new campus -cal 
352-7365  
WANTED 2 F Rmmle Spring Sem 
$100 ft utilities mo  204 S  Summit 
352-6374  
Person to lubleais brand new apert- 
menl on 9m and High 352 5620 
2 Female Roommates needed Spring 
Semester Close lo Campus. 2nd and 
High Cal Erica al 352-4062 
F Rmte needed: 2nd semester, 
non-smoker:    $560 sem     521    E. 
Merry cal 352-3915  
M. Rmrnte wanted lor Spr Sem 
Nice house. S130'month Cal 352- 
3812  
1 F RMTE NEEDED 2ND SEM 835 
4TH ST.. BTWN HIGH ft S COL- 
LEGE S580/SEM. FURNISHED 
CALL 352-0759  
2 FE. ROOMATES TO SHARE 2 
BEDROOM APARTMENT AT UNI- 
VERSITY VILLAGE FOR SPRING 
SEMESTER. PLEASE CALL TRACY 
AT 372-2111.  
2 F needed lo sublet ap! Spr Sem 
Close to campus, quiet $495 Sem 
uM Ind Kitchen ft bath 364-2146 
2 OR 1 RMTE (S) NEEDED FOR 
SPR SEM 1 MIN WALK TO CAM- 
PUS DISHWASHER S 2 FULL 
BATHS. COMPLETE FURN. 
S125/MO CALL USA OR CINDI 
354-1998 
1 or 2 individuals lo SUBLEASE sol. 
does lo campus. For Spnng Semes- 
tor' If interested cal 353-3065 
1 or 2M RMMTES NEEDED FOR 
SPR SEM NICE HOUSE. BIO 
YARD CALL 352-4093  
2 students   needed   for   5   bdrm 
house. Spr Sem  319 Pate SI 
1-287-3341 
HELP WANTED 
OVERSEAS JOBS—Summerfyoer 
round. Europe. S. Amer, Australia. 
Asia. All Fields S500-SI200 
monthly Sightseeing. Fro* Info. 
Write UC Box 52-041 Corona 0*1 
Mar. CA 92125.  
PART TIME CHILD CARE-Wanted 
Responsible, dependable, loving par- 
son to care for chad In my home 
Needed Thurs A Fr. 6 30-5 30. 
Dae   thru  May   For  interview cal 
352-2192  
The following job positions are now 
posted at Iha University Financial 
Aid and Student Employment Of- 
fice. Slop by 450 Student Services 
tor further Information: Carpet 
Cleaners (14 positions during 
Christmas break); Animal Caretaker 
(Work-study during break); Library 
Assistant (Work-Study): Office/Cler 
leal (2 Work-Study positions): 
QlasswsrerMedla Lab Aide (2 Work- 
Study positions): Recording Techni- 
cian (2 positions); Math Tutor 
(Wort-study): Food Service Work- 
ers (5 positions); Carpet Layers (1 
positions during brook).  
Single person for minor mwntenance. 
hve-m. low renl. no utss . plus cash 
Begin  2nd  Semester,   experienced 
only Cal eves at 352-6240  
1 5 Baton doaar corp seeking serf 
motivated individuals High income 
potential 352-6343  
FOR SALE 
Jual In Time For Christmas 
Handsome 1973 MG Midget Con- 
vertlbte-COLLECTOFIS ITEM-Excel 
running Good $2100 352-9318 
RAICHLE HIKING BOOTS - MADE 
IN AUSTRIA. EXCELLENT CONDI- 
TION. MENS 10 1/2 $40 • WORTH 
$80 NEW EDDIE BAUER FRAME 
BACKPACK (LARGE) - UKE NEW 
$50  CALL KEITH. 354-2018 EVE 
NINGS  
GYPSY LANE ESTATES, 14»70 • 2 
bdrm. mobile home. Excellent con- 
dition. Financing negotiable, call 
Sue- Century 21 Green. Phone 352- 
4773 or 352-5111.  
SANSUI REEL TO REEL, BEST OF- 
FER ASK FOR JOE M . CALL 352- 
3812  
Mobee Home for sale Beautiful 2 
bdrm . natural gas, 12.60 Land 
contract   posslxe    Cat  torJay-352- 
0544  $3,900 or best offsr  
TEAC A-4010S 
Real lo Real Tape Deck 
Make otler. 288-3727 
1975 Ford Mustang 
4 Speed 4 Cyfnder 
Asking $1500 cal anytime 
  4545266 
FOR RENT 
THE DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
°1982 Los Angeles Times Syndicate 
ACROSS                   47 Jophn                        24 Danube tributary 
1 Los Angeles                   compositions           25 Base ot a statue 
team                          48 Thames estuary       26 Distinguishing. 
10 Hacienda                  53 To the extent of       27 Petiole sheath 
14 " a man with     56 Grassy fields          29 White House 
seven wives"            57 Full of resentment        family of 1910 
15 Among: Fr.                60 Football player        30 Of  
16 Hautboy                   61 Escritoire                 31 French night club 
1 I 1 4 1 ' • 7 1 1 10 ii 12 11 14 " 11 
17 IT 1" 
19 Bergamot                 63 Fuklen province       37 Jeiseys. British 2* 21 
21 Sacristy                    64 Dutch painter           38 Charge M 14 
£j uuiiuuwusr aiiu           DO rural                                   oa Miienuants al a 
hyson                                                                     reception 
24 Facet                              DOWN                      41 Radio feature 
25 Remained                   1 Berber                      42 Marshal of 
unchanged                 2 Oriental                          France: 1804 
28 Commonwealth             governess                45 Store fodder 
30 Warp yarn                   3 Pure and simple      47 Fraught with 
33 Hades, In Roman       4 Make a beginning         danger 
mythology                  5 Ibsen heroine           49 Many times 
34 Severn tributary         6 Father or son           50 Troubadour's 
V V 11 
11 M *t 
N 
M 41 
41 44 «6 
35 Oriental sauce                American painter          song 
36 Rustic vehicle                George              51 Sports group 
41 4t 
37 To that extent             7 Road map abbrs.     52 Texas university 
39 Skullcap                      8 Period of history           city 
40 Fabrication                 9 Follower                  53 French church- 
41 Exertion                  10 Chaparral                   man's title 
42 Von Fiotow              11 Not on            54 "And pretty maids 
opera                      12 Float In the blue          all In " 
43 Greek letter               13 Ethereal                   55 Not fully 
44 Functioning              18 Desiderata               58 Dolly 
46 Complete                  22 Delightful region     59 Davis or Hoover 
11 R 
" 
M 
si el l ; 13 it k 
Room lor Rent Fum Room. Bern 
•xitctvleundry $125 mo. 16 nan. 
from campus Aval Jan 1st. Cal 
352-4946 after 5 
Tovme-House Aprs 1005 N Grove 
SI Semester $225 mo plus gas 5 
alec Newly painted S cleaned Good 
penung 353-5891  
You owe If to yourself to check out 
Mid Am Manor S Charles Tower Apts 
cal 362-4380 Son Thurs 10 30 
2 30. 352-7361 Mon-Fn 5:00- 
6 00 pm 
1 BDRM APT NEAR CAMPUS 
NICE AREA AVAIL IMMED CALL 
DAVTO. 1-382-3110.  
2 bdrm apt - close to campus - 
■ubteaae Jan -Aug $320.mo in- 
cludes heat, cable, water. A laundry 
lacunas Cal 362-1238 or 372- 
2601, ask for Eva. 
1 Female Rm needed Spnng Sem ■ 
University Vaage. 354-3121. 
Female needed to sublease Campus 
Manor Apt   2nd Sem   of  test   10 
weeks Cal Kathy al 354-3084 
Musi Rent Jan   83   1   Bdrm   Apt 
185'mo Gas Ind 4m SI Cal Bam or 
Tim 354-1317  
Graduating in Dec . need 1-2 people 
to sublease eft   apt   Close to cam- 
pus   Cal 354-1 184  
1 1 2 Bedroom Apia Available 352 
3841 11 00-3 00 pm or 354-1120 
after 3 00 pm  
House for rent across from Rodgers 
Dorm. 1010 E Woosler gas heat, 
turn, lust remodeled 352-7365 
Aval second Sem Summer 83-84 
school year. 
Vacancies lor 2nd semester houses, 
apis . and seigie rooms for male and 
female students Al near campus -cal 
352 7365  
Grad students, professionals - 
looking lor 2nd semester housing? 
Consider e futy furnished studio. ' 
bedroom turruehed or unfurraahed 
apartment in quiet landscaped sur- 
roundings fust 8 minutes from cam- 
pus Located new two shopping 
camera Spring semester rental appli- 
cations we now being accepted Cal 
352-7246 or vteif Lamplght Court 
Apartments. 995 South Mam Street 
Forest Apartments. Reasonable 
rales John Newtove Reel Estate 
354 2260 or 352-6553 
STUDENTS » FACULTY 
We st* have some race apartments 
available   Give us a cal for al your 
housing   needs     NEWLOVE    MAN- 
AGEMENT  336 S Main 362 5620 
WE HAVE A SELECT GROUP OF I 
ANO 2 BDRM UNITS AVAIL FOR 
2ND SEMESTER FREE HEAT" AV- 
AIL ON A FIRST COME BASIS Cal 
Newlove Management 352 5620 
Spnng semester rentals now avae- 
abie. One and two bedroom apart 
mania Convenient, spscious 
Moeoowview Courts 352-1195 
Fum. 1 bdrm. apt. available now or 
Spring Sam. $21 Srmo. Plus Utilities 
CAII 152-0862 shoe S p.m.  
Iired of roommates' En|oy peace 5 
qmet In our futy furnished studio apt 
sign up now tor 2nd semester of take 
advantage of our Fal specees1 Char 
wj Cross Apts . 1017 S Main St. 
3520590  
Houses S apts dose lo campus for 
the 1983-84 school yew 
 1-267-3341  
1 S 2 bdrm apts 
specious Meeoowvww 
 362-1195 
Cn-^enient 
Celrte  
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Watch for the special 
Christmas edition of 
the BG News. 
